Optimizing the Design and Analysis of Future AKI Trials
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ABSTRACT

AKI is a complex clinical syndrome associated with an increased risk of morbidity and mortality, particularly in critically ill and perioperative patient populations. Most AKI clinical trials have been inconclusive, failing to detect clinically important treatment effects at predetermined statistical thresholds. Heterogeneity in the pathobiology, etiology, presentation, and clinical course of AKI remains a key challenge in successfully testing new approaches for AKI prevention and treatment. This article, derived from the “AKI” session of the “Kidney Disease Clinical Trialists” virtual workshop held in October 2021, reviews barriers to and strategies for improving the design and implementation of clinical trials in patients with, or at risk of, developing AKI. The novel approaches to trial design included in this review span adaptive trial designs that increase the knowledge gained from each trial participant; pragmatic trial designs that allow for the efficient enrollment of sufficiently large numbers of patients to detect small, but clinically significant, treatment effects; and platform trial designs that use one trial infrastructure to answer multiple clinical questions simultaneously. This review also covers novel approaches to clinical trial analysis, such as Bayesian analysis and assessing heterogeneity in the response to therapies among trial participants. We also propose a road map and actionable recommendations to facilitate the adoption of the reviewed approaches. We hope that the resulting road map will help guide future clinical trial planning, maximize learning from AKI trials, and reduce the risk of missing important signals of benefit (or harm) from trial interventions.
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AKI is characterized by rapid deterioration of kidney function and is defined clinically by a rise in serum creatinine levels and/or a decrease in urine output.1,2 AKI is strongly associated with in-hospital mortality, rehospitalization, CKD, long-term dialysis, and cardiovascular events.3,4 Unfortunately, most AKI-focused randomized clinical trials have failed to identify effects on outcomes at predefined levels of statistical significance.5–7 Consequently, many aspects of AKI prevention and treatment remain unaddressed or suboptimally informed by potentially biased observational studies or underpowered trials susceptible to both falsely negative and false-positive findings. The 2021 Kidney Disease Clinical trialists (KDCT) workshop, held in October 2021, provided multiple stakeholders with a scientific forum aimed at identifying strategies to improve the state of clinical AKI research. The meeting was supported by industry (through unrestricted educational grants) and registrants. The scientific program was developed by the scientific academic committee. This report summarizes the presentations and discussions from this meeting on how the AKI community could improve outcomes through advances in trial design, innovations in implementation, and novel analytic strategies to boost the interpretability and clinical relevance of results from future trials.

OVERCOMING BARRIERS TO CLINICAL TRIALS IN AKI

Several factors complicate the design, conduct, analysis, and interpretation of AKI trials. AKI is in the final common pathway for many common medical conditions (e.g., sepsis, postoperative AKI, heart or liver failure). Thus, the proportion of clinical outcomes directly attributable to AKI may be small, meaning that trials focused on AKI treatment or prevention must be very large to detect these small, but clinically important, treatment effects. Further, AKI is heterogeneous in its etiology, presentation, and clinical course, and our understanding of the
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mechanisms of AKI remains limited. Recent efforts have focused on understanding the various phenotypes of AKI, but such testing cannot be performed on the timescale needed for evaluation for clinical trials, and it remains unclear whether recently discovered phenotypes are effective at identifying patients who are likely to respond to a given intervention.

One potential solution to both the challenge of detecting a small attributable treatment effect and potential heterogeneity in response to a given therapy, is conducting larger trials. Most AKI trials to date have been traditional, two-arm, explanatory (“efficacy”) clinical trials enrolling dozens or hundreds of patients (Table 1). These trials, sometimes termed explanatory of “efficacy” trials, are designed to determine the effect of a studied intervention under idealized conditions while intensively monitoring for (un)anticipated side effects. Although this trial design is well suited for assessing novel therapeutics, the time (often years) and effort required to enroll and monitor patients makes it impractical to conduct trials large enough to identify small but clinically relevant effects that would likely be expected for many therapies targeting AKI. Further, restrictive inclusion and exclusion criteria often result in trial populations that do not represent the broader population of patients who experience AKI, or fail to include groups of patients who might have benefited from the proposed intervention.

Alternative trial designs, such as pragmatic trials, adaptive trials, platform trials, and alternative methods of trial analysis, have the potential to increase trial efficiency and improve the feasibility of clinical trials for AKI. The popularity of these novel techniques and their acceptance by regulators and journals have been dramatically accelerated by widespread adoption during the 2019 Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Characteristics of explanatory versus pragmatic clinical trials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trial Design Phase</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design/planning</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach to consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implementation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial conditions/setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHR embedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis/interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalizability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PRAGMATIC, CLUSTER, AND PLATFORM TRIAL DESIGNS IN AKI

Pragmatic Trials
“Pragmatic” trial designs may offer a broad solution to several AKI research needs (Table 1). Designing an “explanatory” versus a “pragmatic” clinical trial is not a binary decision (Figure 1, Table 1, Supplemental Table 1). A continuum exists between the two archetypes, and AKI trials that balance a mix of pragmatic and explanatory design elements have enormous promise. Designs more to the pragmatic side of the continuum attempt to evaluate how an intervention would perform when introduced into real-world clinical practice. These are often called “effectiveness” trials and prioritize generalizability. Pragmatic trials typically accomplish these goals by (1) having broad and simple eligibility criteria with few exclusions, (2) embedding trial procedures and intervention delivery into routine clinical care, and (3) using easy-to-collect, patient-centered outcomes (e.g., mortality or length of stay). Pragmatic design features can dramatically increase trial efficiency by expediting enrollment of sample sizes large enough to detect small but clinically meaningful treatment effects and are well suited for comparing available treatments (comparative effectiveness trials) or evaluating new processes of care (e.g., the introduction of new care bundles). Concerns have been raised that pragmatic trials with broad eligibility are predestined to fail due to overly heterogeneous patient cohorts, given the diverse pathophysiology of AKI and the likelihood that different patient groups may experience different responses to the same treatment. However, pragmatic trials may be uniquely suited to analyses exploring these differential responses to treatment (i.e., heterogeneity of treatment effect [HTE]) because these statistical methods require the large numbers of patients pragmatic trials enroll.

The COVID-19 pandemic illustrated the potential for pragmatic trials to rapidly generate evidence on the effectiveness of repurposed therapeutics. The RECOVERY, REMAP-CAP, and SOLIDARITY trials enrolled tens of thousands of patients in a matter of months, providing the high-quality evidence available on several COVID-19 treatments, including corticosteroids, convalescent plasma, tocilizumab, hydroxychloroquine, and azithromycin.

Clustered Trial Designs
Cluster-randomized trials are an increasingly popular pragmatic trial design that allocate interventions to groups of subjects on the basis of a location, e.g., intensive care units (ICUs), operating rooms, or hospitals, instead of individuals (Figure 2, Supplemental Table 1). All patients receiving care within a given cluster receive the same treatment, which allows intervention earlier in the course of treatment than trials that screen, consent, enroll, and randomize at the patient level. Cluster-level trials are ideal for evaluating interventions applied at the group level (e.g., approaches to contact precautions).

There are several cluster trial design variations (Figure 2, Supplemental Table 1). The most straightforward is the parallel design, where each cluster is assigned one treatment and followed over time. Cluster crossover trials involve assigning a sequence of interventions, where each cluster receives each intervention in a separate period, thereby allowing each cluster to serve as a control and treated cluster. One successful example is the SMART Trial, which used a cluster crossover design to evaluate balanced solutions (Ringer lactate or PlasmaLyte) over normal saline for fluid resuscitation in adult patients who were critically ill in five ICUs, observing a lower risk of major adverse kidney events (MAKE) in the group of patients receiving balanced solutions.

Receipt of the nonassigned intervention (contamination) is a common problem in cluster crossover trials. Contamination is particularly problematic when evaluating treatment protocols, educational interventions, or new

![Figure 1. Graphical representation of the continuum between explanatory and pragmatic trials.](image-url)

Less control in pragmatic trials often comes with a broader population enrolled and more generalizability of the results. The downside is more heterogeneity in response to therapies in the enrolled population.
diagnostic tests. In these trials, clinicians are trained with the intent of delivering an intervention to a treatment group but, after training, they may unintentionally apply aspects of the intervention to patients in the control group. Stepped-wedge cluster trials attempt to address this problem. A stepped-wedge trial can also be used to evaluate treatment effects for interventions that could not be ethically de-implemented once introduced (e.g., a new and potentially life-saving therapy). In a stepped-wedge trial, all clusters start in the control group, with each cluster transitioning to the intervention group at regular intervals and remaining in the intervention group until all clusters have completed their transition. By completing the transition to the intervention only once and applying it to all future patients, these trials minimize the likelihood of contamination of the intervention and, by varying the timing of the transition, they minimize the temporal biases inherent to before-after studies.\textsuperscript{24,25} Stepped-wedge designs remain vulnerable, however, to changes in standards of care or changes in environmental factors over time, particularly during periods of rapid change as was experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Another challenge of cluster trials is that patients within a cluster may be more similar to each other than patients in other clusters, if for nothing else, due to shared care structures and providers. Cluster trials, therefore, require more advanced methods of analysis than trials randomized at the patient level to account for cluster-level variation. Clustering effects also reduce the statistical power of cluster-level trials and generally require enrolling more patients than trials conducted with patient-level randomization. Further, increasing the number of patients within a cluster provides far less statistical power benefit than increasing the total number of clusters.\textsuperscript{25} Prospective, individual, patient-level consent is impossible in cluster trials because the interventions are conducted at the provider, unit, or hospital level and applied to all patients receiving care in those settings. Although the criteria for alteration or waiver of consent vary by country, they generally require that the studied intervention represent no more than minimal risk to patients. Pragmatic and clustered trial designs, therefore, lend themselves best to the evaluation of variations of the current standard of care rather than the evaluation of new drugs. Given the variability in routine clinical practice and the absence of evidence for many interventions given to treat or prevent AKI, the evaluation of these interventions may be considered to be no more than minimal risk compared with receipt of these interventions in usual care. Important questions that have been or could be evaluated using these designs include optimal fluid therapy strategies, administration of kidney replacement therapy, approaches to detect or monitor the progression of AKI, and optimization of vasoactive agents.

**Platform Trials**

A platform trial design permits simultaneous or consecutive comparison of multiple treatments centered around a specific disease state, such as AKI.\textsuperscript{26} A key aspect of the platform design is the ability to initiate “during-trial” adjustments such that, for example, agents can be moved in and out following prespecified rules (e.g., graduated due to efficacy or removed due to toxicity or futility), or the randomization ratio and sample size can be adjusted on the basis of interim results without stopping and initiating a new trial (Supplemental Table 1).\textsuperscript{25} Platform trials also allow the simultaneous comparison of multiple intervention groups against a single control group.\textsuperscript{28,29} Additionally, platform trials benefit from a single infrastructure with operating procedures outlined in a single master protocol. Altogether, platform trials promote greater trial efficiency and should result in a reduced number of participants needed, allowing for more interventions to be tested, at a faster pace, and with greater cost efficiency than multiple isolated trials.

However, there are various complexities that emerge from the platform design. Statistically, trialists must be cautious about how changes in population characteristics and usual care over time (such as occurred in the COVID-19 pandemic) can affect study group comparisons when using noncontemporaneous controls or adaptive designs that change allocation ratio. Real-time data entry is required for close safety monitoring and rapid adaptation.\textsuperscript{30} Funding can also be
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**Figure 2. Graphical representation of two cluster-randomized trial designs.** Panel (A) represents a stepped-wedge cluster-randomized trial in which the intervention is implemented sequentially after a control period in each center. Panel (B) represents a crossover cluster-randomized trial where intervention and control periods alternate in each center during the study period.
complex because the model necessary is one of sustained funding for testing multiple interventions (some of which are unknown at the onset), and thus funders must be receptive to such dynamics. Additionally, there is considerable complexity in logistical and regulatory issues.

Those caveats noted, the ICU is an ideal setting for a platform trial of AKI therapeutics because this high-risk population often presents with AKI. The I-SPY COVID Trial, inspired by a platform trial in breast cancer, is an extremely successful platform trial that has adopted both pragmatic and adaptive methods while simultaneously evaluating up to four therapeutic agents for COVID-19. New potential agents in a pipeline are evaluated continually for potential enrollments with funding from multiple sources. In considering a future platform trial for AKI, an assessment of already available drugs, such as sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors, could be combined with other pharmacologic interventions, such as enhanced BP or enhanced glucose control, to create an informative platform trial.

Electronic Health Record–Embedded Clinical Trials

Data collection and monitoring represent a significant dual burden and challenge in many trials. By providing real-time granular patient data, recent advances in automated data abstraction from electronic health records (EHRs) offer the promise of improving both trial efficiency and patient safety. Several recent embedded trials, such as the SMART,23 ELAIA-1,31,32 and the ICE-AKI trials,33 have used EHR for screening, enrollment, and intervention delivery. EHR alerts may also provide the opportunity to alert clinicians to the presence of impending AKI. This approach was evaluated in a recent EHR-based, stepped-wedge trial22 that randomized centers to usual care or a “care bundle” that included volume status assessment, BP optimization, recognition and treatment of sepsis, medication review, urinalysis, and protocolized nephrology or critical care consultation for patients with AKI stage 3 or AKI complications. Mortality was not affected by the intervention, but it was associated with reductions in length of hospital stay and increased AKI recognition.

There are, of course, several challenges to using the EHR for trials.31,34 EHR structure may fundamentally differ at each collaborating facility, which compounds the inherent challenges of trial design, implementation, and data collection across various sites. In such cases, methods to enable semantic interoperability—or, the standardization of measurements, diagnoses, symptoms, medications, or EHR concepts across sites—are necessary. For example, nephrotoxins can have different formulations across sites. Likewise, common clinical variables may have different names across EHRs (e.g., pulse versus heart rate). Multicenter trials can also struggle with differential missing data across sites, including vitals or laboratory values. Data availability and patient case mix at different institutions may also affect the performance of risk scores. Data sharing may also impose obstacles to convenient data access, including the need for data use agreements that can be time consuming. However, we believe that AKI is a condition particularly well suited to EHR-based studies because AKI is one of the few acute conditions for which a reliable surrogate outcome (creatinine) is routinely obtained and routinely available in the EHR as part of routine clinical care.35 Further efficiency could be gained by embedding interventional pragmatic trials within large, preexisting, prospective, observational databases—such as the Multicenter Perioperative Outcome Group.36

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PRIMARY END POINT

Selecting the appropriate primary end point for a trial is essential because it dictates statistical power, sample size, decisions about data collection, and, ultimately, trial interpretation.37 Table 2 outlines several advantages and considerations on common end points in AKI trials. Here, we offer a few summary comments. First, although AKI diagnosis on the basis of changes in serum creatinine may not be ideal in some settings, it may be a reasonable choice as a key safety end point or an exploratory secondary end point (giving an indication of the mechanistic aspects of an intervention), such as in the RELIEF trial.38,39 Patient-centered outcomes, like all-cause mortality, require a robust effect size and a large sample size because of the low proportion of mortality that can be attributed directly to AKI. In REVIVAL, a phase-3 study with ilofotase alfa in sepsis-associated AKI,40 mortality was selected as the primary end point on the basis of phase-2 exploratory trial results where all-cause mortality was reduced in the treatment group.41 Nonmortality outcomes must contend with issues of comparing them in the context of a competing risk from mortality and other outcomes. A popular way of managing the competing risk between outcomes of different or similarly prioritized health outcomes is to use a combined composite end point, such as MAKE (including death, need for kidney replacement therapy, and nonrenal recovery). However, MAKE may be less common than AKI and, therefore, require larger samples for a similar effect size. Furthermore, the contribution of nonrenal recovery to long-term outcomes is unclear, and the definition of nonrecovery with respect to long-term outcomes needs to be explored further. Another consideration with MAKE is that kidney replacement therapy is a clinical decision with large interclinician or institutional variability that can add noise to a trial.42 There may also be room for investigation of potential intermediate or surrogate outcomes, such as renal recovery and the risk of progression toward CKD. In this regard, longer-term changes in the eGFR might be considered as an end point in clinical trials.43 An approach for pragmatic trials with very large sample sizes to consider is to have two coprimary end points, and these may be...
a combination of superiority in a non-mortality outcome and noninferiority in mortality.

**A ROAD MAP FOR FUTURE AKI TRIALS**

Here we provide several specific recommendations on how the community might more efficiently plan, run, and interpret clinical trials in patients at risk of AKI or with AKI.

**Trial Planning and Design**

We encourage greater collaboration and planning among funders to support larger collaborative, multicenter, pragmatic trials and opportunities to incorporate multiple trial interventions into platform trials. Many treatments or interventions are applied worldwide to patients at risk for AKI (to prevent AKI) or with AKI (to prevent complications from AKI), despite a lack of evidence on their efficacy or safety. For example, interventions such as the administration of fluids, vasopressors, diuretics, albumin, or the use (or restriction) of potentially nephrotoxic drugs all lack strong experimental evidence, yet remain common in routine care. Thus, such interventions may especially benefit from testing through pragmatic trials.44 Promoting embedded trials in existing registries can be resource saving and allow faster implementation of trials with lower costs. The development of standardized definitions and measurements for a core set of outcomes would support across-trial comparisons, data collection, and data synthesis. Finally, integrating diverse stakeholders and interested parties (e.g., patients, caregivers, regulators, funders, ethicists, and human subject review board members) into trial design discussions, would help inform outcome measure selection. Recommendations for optimization of clinical trial efficiency are provided in Figure 3.

**Regulatory and Data Sharing**

We encourage establishing research networks and a common data language with standardized data collection and EHR interoperability. Although data collection through the EHR represents a potential method to improve the efficiency of data capture and reduce costs, most current methods use delayed data extraction and cannot transmit data in real time, which poses significant challenges for some aspects of trial conduct (e.g., safety monitoring). Thus, this is an area of great promise, but also in need of considerable innovation.

The regulations governing clinical research were largely written before the adoption of innovative trial methods, like pragmatic trials, cluster-level trials, adaptive trials, and platform trials. More widespread adoption of these methods

---

**Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of several common AKI trial outcome measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End Point</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKI</td>
<td>• Sensitive (frequent) end point and thus may support smaller sample sizes</td>
<td>• Has been inconsistently associated with worse clinical outcomes (e.g., death)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe AKI</td>
<td>• Associated with mortality and other organ dysfunction</td>
<td>• As a less frequently occurring event, may require larger sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in GFR</td>
<td>• Indicative of kidney damage</td>
<td>• Not a patient-centered outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal recovery</td>
<td>• Associated with mortality, increased costs, hospital length of stay, and other measures of healthcare utilization</td>
<td>• Requires accurate measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKD</td>
<td>• Associated with mortality, morbidity, increased costs, and cardiovascular disease</td>
<td>• Multiple possible ways to measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRT</td>
<td>• Associated with mortality, morbidity, and resource use</td>
<td>• Variable definitions are used in practice, making across-trial comparisons potentially difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-cause mortality</td>
<td>• Hard, patient-centered outcome</td>
<td>• Rare end point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKE at 90 days</td>
<td>• Occurs more frequently than individual component events</td>
<td>• Requires long-term follow-up to capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular events</td>
<td>• Associated with kidney injury</td>
<td>• Requires accurate measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Associated with mortality</td>
<td>• Indications vary between institutions and providers; use of RRT is a clinical decision and not a pathophysiologic entity per se</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Patient-centered outcome</td>
<td>• Susceptible to survivorship bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy to capture</td>
<td>• Cause of death may not directly result from AKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Associated with kidney injury indicative of kidney damage</td>
<td>• As a less frequently occurring event, may require larger sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Associated with mortality and morbidity</td>
<td>• May be driven by death and not directly related to AKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Associated with kidney injury indicative of kidney damage</td>
<td>• Components may not be equally valued by different stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Patient-centered outcome</td>
<td>• Low incidence in certain populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Associated with kidney injury indicative of kidney damage</td>
<td>• May not directly result from AKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Associated with mortality and morbidity</td>
<td>• Susceptible to survivorship bias</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table is partially adapted from ref. 55, with permission.
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---
patients to teams, or providing a mechanism for embedding consent within clinical trial design, postenrollment noti-
determine other methods of respecting conduct under a waiver of consent or address minimal risk comparative effec-
tives thinking and recent improvements in HTE assessment could potentially augment the knowledge derived from AKI trials.
Frequentist statistical thinking is rooted in the concepts of null hypotheses testing and \( P \) values. The challenge is that looking at clinical trial data through this lens does not tell you about clinical utility of the intervention. It reflects only whether the data are compatible with the null hypothesis of the trial. Acceptance of the alternative hypothesis is then conditional on meeting some pre-
specified difference in magnitude. This leads to two problems: (1) a temptation for investigators to plan trials targeting large treatment effects to justify a sample size that can be feasibly enrolled on the basis of trial length/funding (increasing the risk of false negative or false-positive conclusion), and (2) a binary interpreta-
tion of trial results in which trials that fail to reject the null hypothesis are incorrectly classified as proving equivalency or as being completely uninformative. Null trials, however, may be informative and affect clinical practice, as shown by recent findings that suggest that systematic early initiation of higher doses of kidney replacement therapy does not improve outcomes in AKI but leads to more resource use and invasive treatments have changed practice in many settings.

Different approaches to examining trial data may also provide additional clinical insight. For example, even in a selected population (via inclusion/exclusion criteria), the ATE may be substantially different from the effect observed at the individual level (both for efficacy and potential harm). For example, due to extreme heterogeneity in the clinical presentation and care of patients with AKI, trial participants may respond differ-
ently to a speci-
c treatment, and thus

**Analysis**

We recommend planning statistical analysis to provide both a frequentist and Bayesian trial interpretation and to assess HTE. Presently, across most of medicine, including AKI, the frequentist statistical approach is predominately used to design trials and to present and interpret their results (Figure 4). Trials also tend to be designed with a focus on the average treatment effect (ATE), or the overall effect between the trial arms. In this section, we outline how greater use of Bayesian statistical thinking and recent improvements in HTE assessment could potentially augment the knowledge derived from AKI trials.

Frequentist statistical thinking is rooted in the concepts of null hypotheses testing and \( P \) values. The challenge is that looking at clinical trial data through this lens does not tell you about clinical utility of the intervention. It reflects only whether the data are compatible with the null hypothesis of the trial. Acceptance of the alternative hypothesis is then conditional on meeting some pre-specified difference in magnitude. This leads to two problems: (1) a temptation for investigators to plan trials targeting large treatment effects to justify a sample size that can be feasibly enrolled on the basis of trial length/funding (increasing the risk of false negative or false-positive conclusion), and (2) a binary interpr etation of trial results in which trials that fail to reject the null hypothesis are incorrectly classified as proving equivalency or as being completely uninformative. Null trials, however, may be informative and affect clinical practice, as shown by recent findings that suggest that systematic early initiation of higher doses of kidney replacement therapy does not improve outcomes in AKI but leads to more resource use and invasive treatments have changed practice in many settings.

Different approaches to examining trial data may also provide additional clinical insight. For example, even in a selected population (via inclusion/exclusion criteria), the ATE may be substantially different from the effect observed at the individual level (both for efficacy and potential harm). For example, due to extreme heterogeneity in the clinical presentation and care of patients with AKI, trial participants may respond differently to a specific treatment, and thus the data may provide information pertinent to key subpopulations. Therefore, acknowledging that such examinations are exploratory, we argue that it is critical to look for the presence of HTE, either by looking at the difference in treatment effect across predefined subgroups (or subphenotypes) or by directly estimating the variability of treatment effect explained by patient
characteristics. For instance, in the STARRT-AKI trial investigating the effect of timing of kidney replacement therapy, no evidence of HTE was identified across subgroups on the basis of severity of illness at inclusion. In contrast, although no difference in mortality was noted in patients with severe acidemia and organ failure or hyperlactatemia receiving sodium bicarbonate in the BICAR-ICU study, patients with severe AKI had a lower risk of death in the intravenous sodium bicarbonate infusion group. These kinds of results are hypothesis generating and can help understand mechanisms of action, which is important in a field with such complexity.

Although understanding HTE enough to define individual treatment rules is the ultimate goal for trials, the ATE is still informative and could also be examined in potentially more insightful ways. One increasingly normalized approach is the use of Bayesian statistics to assess the likelihood of certain effect sizes. For example, some trials where the P value was not statistically significant, but the results were compelling, have been reanalyzed using Bayesian methods. For example, the EOLIA and ANDROMEDA-SHOCK trials had large absolute mortality reductions deemed clinically relevant and were supported by an understood biologic mechanism, and the Bayesian lens helped develop insight from these trials. The Bayesian approach provides a probabilistic interpretation of trial data, which aligns with the way many clinicians approach therapeutic interventions in terms of risk of events and response to interventions. In addition to interpreting trial results in a Bayesian framework, several pragmatic and platform trials have already successfully used an adaptive Bayesian model into their design, such as the REMAP-CAP trials and the I-SPY COVID Trial. In the design stage, a Bayesian approach allows adjustment in the sample size or dropping arms as trial results become available. Growing embrace of Bayesian tools can help streamline trials, especially when results are needed rapidly (such as during a pandemic), and maximize the value and knowledge translation of trials. Pragmatic, cluster, adaptive, and platform trials offer the opportunity to run more efficient trials that can potentially overcome existing barriers the AKI community faces in developing robust experimental evidence for patients suffering from AKI. However, each design brings its own complications, which will be magnified by trial-specific nuances. Although the designs and approaches to data analysis discussed in this manuscript are relatively new to AKI, they bring great promise as the community begins to experiment and innovate with their implementation.
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